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Jason Nelson 

from Diseases of the Horse 

Chorea. or St. Vitus' Dance 

simulate in appearance 
catching motion sudden for 
a found seen tenned by horseman 

iodide of iron 

the cause is connected 
with some 
slight horse 

pulverized 

Canula in Situ 

dropsy fluid collects with 
which the foal floats 
otherwise 
occurs or contains an excess 

she, large and pendulous 
hand pressed into the swelling 
mare moves hind 
withdrawal 
as to leave. 
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Steve Carll 

from DRUGS 

Heroin 

When life gives heroin lemons, it makes lemon poppyseed cake. Every heroin trip is a 
substitute sluice ride, and every junkie's like a setting sun. W.C. Fields said that. If heroin 
were water, there'd be no place left for it to take you. I said that. Would it be nobler in the 
mind to take up arms against a sea of oppression, or heroin at the apex of evening? The 
heroin of this essay follows narrative decorum to the bubbly precision of a climax. Those 
who've fallen through the crest of a wave and found an oil slick on another side--are pretty 
much heroin people. Got me? Heroin leaps us through sincerity loops as squarely as the 
flightpaths of insects stuck indoors. Elevate me though you may to the status of thing, 
heroin's there, standing on tiptoes, looking for clues, aiming for that struck-it-rich vein. 

Methamphetamines 

Methamphetamine takes too long to say, unless you're on one. Methamphetamines form a 
gang called speed. Speed leaps from dendrite to dendrite, scrolling through archives 'fore 
you can say "Jack Robinson." Jackie Robinson took speed back onto the basepaths, where it 
belongs. Things go better with speed, but better take an extra kidney on those long-distance 
trips. At long last, the liver changes speed back into that masterpiece of pop art it once was 
(before fast food and fast living, etc., etc ... ). Bill me later, I gotta go. A quick fashion check 
is to ask yourself: "Would speed let me leave the house dressed like this?" When speed is on 
the scene, everyone has twice as many miles to go before they sleep. 
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Kristin Citrone 

Sunday Magazine 

"Lilith," it declares. "Snarling dogs! 
Love's contentious oldest. Interesting 
that, as more men are finding out, 
by the clock tower, in the heart of sun 
control, reflections on the elusive 
lead to listening to the loons. It's a casual 
comfort. Do you regret it now? 
The mind and the body high with meats. 
Modern mythology which able 
dialogue mirrors, wrapping 3 out of 5 
women asleep with chilled skin, but. .. 
the anniversary of outer worlds turns as I 
was walking by. You, bam-grey, fashion 
the interview." 
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John Lowther 

4 

to Exhale thru the gaps 

the flouridation of romanticism 
slept in a hole all 

the first night tolerably 
with references to Exodus 

stressful imagination 
pimples for marrying 

being hit with shovels 
minutes of twisting road 

have tom your shirt, put that 
at a slight disadvantage 

behind some bushes 
preferred dynamic motion 

summed up by a handy phrase like 
caught greasy-handed 
awaiting developments 

dull complexion, small pale eyes 
not enough to suffer from something 

sample case open but too 
diverse to be defined by any simple fonnula 
passing between the wheels 

the idyll turned surly 
being no other place 

greater ranges of color 
worn upon novelty 
& quoted by the page 

back in a week 
handed the wallet in at the desk 
known as a horse player, generosity 
seized some cheap son-of-a-bitch 

through a broader vocabulary 



a life with turnips & beets 
the regimentation of school calling 
for trombones, tubas & more horns all around 
a synthesis of declarations 

& what the stint did 

could make it tough 
in addition to customary appearances 

sweet fifties out 
trucked with a trailer 
slowed long & languorous 

publicizing adages about idleness 
the decline of the lurch 

outside an institution 
held over from the old days 

until a cramp develops 

to the volcano if it's all right 
then thumbnail down the instep 
of the mass as an example 
instructions inside 

taking off clean socks 

an extravagant nasal drawl 
presented beautifully decorated copies 

a tower with a circular staircase 
helped pull the carts uphill 

some flat cake waits an eighth inch thick 

had been driven over it 
some patches of china-blue 

land stretched away, untenanted 
the frrst polyphonic treatment 

of wire in horseshoe evening 

over a candle tho shy 
a career of petty banking 

jncJude a three-legged table if 
a recurring pattern of tension & release 

will be extraordinary or scarce 
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I .. 

away without sanction 
lungs the excitement 

like a puppy on a curtain 
as in the deserts of 
lipstick from where seated 

early larcenous amenities 
work with the lemons 

to talk like that 
on these triumphs of both 
cymbals become softer (decrescendo 



Lee Ballentine 

hydrogen 

jets bear their cargos 
of dead money 
to the morgue 

glass pockets 
of bankrupt sex 

and old trees 
mined for messages 
the rings scanned 

road narrow 
the atom fills with voices 

I lay hands on you 
knots of colliding gesture 
high in undressed air 

burning like red ginger 
in my teeth 
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the doll is delicate 

for Andrew Joron 

The doll is delicate 
under the auctioneer's pistol. 
Flights, bankruptcies and 
prosecutions where she goes. 
At Louis Sade's house 
near the rue Mouffetard 
she props-up in a corner 
watching his last black mass 
then lies broken 
in the courtyard. 

Great is Diana 
of the Ephesians. 
She is a small business 
knee-high-and of 
a stone like porcelain 
and under her silver dress 
are twelve smal1 breasts to 
suckle the twelve months 
of the new year-apostles 
she takes to form 
her government. 

A Dutch friar brought 
her out of Syria 
then Colonel Charteris 
bought up her employment 
a lure to the child mistresses 
who soon appeared against 
him in the law courts 
as a rapist. Only his 
noli prosequi dodged him 
the anodyne necklace 
he would have worn 
at Tyburn. 



notes 

Go back to any day 
you choose. There is always 
a doll-the fetish of
mistress of--<lisorder
and men of appetite 
to her priesthood. 

At a shop in Georgetown 
I saw a fragment of stone 
white-half clad in silver 
with three nipples- vertical. 
Go read the news in hell. 

A certain man named Demetrius, a silversmith, which 
made silver shrines for Diana, called together the workman 
of like occupation. When they heard these sayings they 
were full of wrath and cried out 'Great is Diana of the 
Ephesians.' - Acts 19:24 

William Hogarth showed Diana Multimammia on the 
subscription ticket for his 1730 print series The Harlot's 
Progress, which was inspired by the career of Colonel 
Charteris--a wealthy swindler, rapist, and friend of the 
Prime Minister. 

In 1763, the Marquis de Sade was denounced by 20-year
old Jeanne Testarde after forcing her to participate in a 
form of Black Mass. Thirty years later during the terror, 
citizen Sade was released from prison and elected president 
of one of Paris' 48 revolutionary sections. He played an 
important role in the dechristianization of the calendar. 
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Ken Stec 

THEOLOGY 

Under x-ray sky, three white wands stroke a leafy clad figure heading a poisonous landscape. 
Snakes arrive in the carriage, a dense stellar corpse drawn by coleoptera. My father's beautiful 
gaseous arms spiral her diameter through white caked windows, the ghost of his genius 
forbidding harmony with the soaring faces above us. Sumptuously extravagant, the maid 
snatches powerful gravity materials and escapes with overwhelming visual pleasure as a 
weathered doctor. Enters my watchtower, stretches out before the Catskills' wet morning 
stupor, breathes a heavy illuminated text desired by emperors of somnolence. 

Not a house, tent, utter human dwelling in sight. We were a pack of wolves pealing 
wild syllables ordering problems to bed squeaking pain in this middle country. Naked 
glamour, her mossy pond's edge would not speak. And when his trophy train arrived, heard but 
not seen, spade sparking granite yet nobody to answer, we were startled into theology. 

Murky street chapels demand two old mattresses, one old sheet, four symphonic sun 
corpse applications, five pop-up sexual landscapes. A distaste for preparation desires me, 
inward sucking grows fiercely hot. Neutron feeding itself, insect decomposers pace out across 
the floor kindling pieces from six famous sutras. 

Eggs along the beach snap open revealing his hair fluttering on tapestry drapes. Her 
cello blasts snowflakes into the breast bone of the hillside. Kicking out cloud covers, refusing 
to be held, no longer anything to do but spatter clear coffee slurps, consume a corpse in open 
air, pour wine upon the body, place it on a mattress and spread viewing shapes across a stack 
of neatly folded gastropoda incarnations. Flavor of candles attended by soldiers. 

Raised forefinger: the absorbing divergence of finite numbers tell stories about the arch 
in her eyebrow. Heat brought on by the intensity of one straight line, a piece of kindle, top to 
bottom along the breast. A finger rises at the window. 

In the back of a carriage the reason for human pain is explained. Entering the valley 
park of petrified shed skin, little bubbles shine on their lips as colossal figures restart the 
bonfire ofwelcome. 
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MEZZANINE 

Tube fragmenting sideswipe beam celestial quark gluons rough spin charge hyper-skyway 

collapstar architecture of heavenly pipes. Specular reflection: change the refraction. Organs 

howl cutout zero diorama bar. Debauchment datatech effects self-scattering gleam. Light 

balancing between the planks that hold the frames above the platform. Houses that you are 

never really inside. Or outside. But always, your door opens unto us in grace. Butterflies lifting 

off at the equator produce tornadoes in the panhandle. What happens when angel's fur ruffles? 

Flat surfaces cannot pick themselves off the reeling monolayer of oxidizing springs. The great 

blue mountain bristles its pebble dynamic into the redshift frenzy of molten clay moons still 

attempting to influence one more ink-laden chart. 
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Marcella Durand 

12 

City of Ports 14 

An annoying noise, a buzz 
penetrates miles of quany rock 

and weakens basalt structures; 
the flying arches think of 

falling, taking their grainy wings 
and centering angles back down 

to the ocean floor they first 
spilled out of, that and the 

meteorites flashing inwards 
drawn mothlike to the trembling 

blue green glow of a living 
atmosphere. On impact 

the tiny heavy spheres, 
drilled by another thousand 

hits, spark off a swell, a wave, 
an undulation in the crust 

of beaten gold, and speak messages 
deeper to the inner planet 

circling, wrapped in its own field 
of direction. 



City of Ports 15 

The tense stone buttress, massive in 
its steady grounding, thinks of taking 

its grainy wings and center angles, 
mason's cracks and sculpted column, 

less stone and less mass, arches become 
higher and pronounced, carved, that and 

cement taut into a bridge 
bending up under the fine spin 

of cables forcing the energy weight 
upwards, splicing the sky with 

ground's heavy swell and roots reaching 
down through sand & ships passing thru 

and under, having already traveled 
thru the low turning bridges of dark iron. 

And a city's expansion in tendrils of 
water, past the spine of a continent 

and rete mirabile of energy & need, 
trade and storage, sparking 

& speaking thru the crust of beaten 
gold, messages deeper to the inner 

planet circling wrapped in its own field of direction. 

13 
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City of Ports 16 

So we seek in grainy tendrils 
of the night metal boxes filled 

with the proud smoke of exchange, 
storage, transfer. Night drop. 

A lock combined with the barter 
of all stock & inventory. The 

weight of blocks are calculated 
and found to be printed on sheets 

of dense paper. Crosshatched into 
three dimensional vividness and 

circulated in accordance with 
year and serial number blazoned 

and sealed in secret places 
below the seventh traffic light 

of every pyramid intersection. 



Norma Cole 

My Operatives 

1 
Their Objective 

forP.V 

"the boy, the shirt, its blue 
color, his running, the absence of shoes. " 

Lev Vygotsky 

Yes, it was easy "as far as I can see" for their huts were made of reeds. It's completely 
subjective or random, so beauty is dust. It's his birthday on Sunday. I see everything you 
remember. A flock of agents flew into each other in the field. As in life so in the mind. We are 
innocence to our fate. Here is the child on your desk. He touches his face then touches your 
cheek leaving a red mark. Momma what is that he says. Are their gestures not thoughts? 

2 
The Walking Poor 
Involvement rather than simple registration or the generations before. By design he fell out of 
the truck so I picked him up. There was one little spot of blood on his cheek. Someone had 
opened the door from without. The word and the fact of bread. Experience does not care, for it 
comprises all time and in the while. It begins once. 

3 
Interpellation 

"Hence the one who foels and lives is not an immediate 
given." Merleau-Ponty 

This rides onto the premises on a missing link and this is the epitome of something, and this 
process is a gathering of attention in time, like weather moving quickly. This has an edge and 
is sharp. This in a person as young as yourself is startling. This eye looks elsewhere. This 
absence fashions an acute sensation of presence, this vividness you see but do not see. A 
treasure is not worth this. 

15 



4 
The Example of a Result 
Sky hearth tender. And here we have the whole turning thing, hands considerate, sung from 
a boat. "Last words" meant a shrug, incomprehensibility. Telegraphic blue paint, hearsay, 
evidence. And the signs were rough enough. To.write "orchard" and look at the date. So it all 
depends on the variables that it is. Jess said "sheer loveliness of the world and that we get to 
be in it for a time." 

5 
So Probably Earlier 
The definite article. No abstracting but at dawn or was it dawn but if at dawn or in the dawn. 
In other words a thought as sure as a cloud. Eruption of the river and a bridge. Exhaustively 
shaping everything. There. A thing needing no explanation. The moon, like other proverbs, is 
the recursive paradigm. 
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Graham Foust 

A curtain-sermon 

Eleven's news gets said like thieves' 

The daylight stolen 

A number I knew 

One less nocturnal concept kissed 

Ear to my knee decides to fold or hide the oars 

The ticking of the house takes the stones from my mouth 

Intoxication always meets the glass 

Nerves dressed in noise came easy throught the trees 

A stretch in the heart-spoon's a banner of bowels 

Emaciated fragrance of 

A bleeding-gown of leaves 

Lone ocean surrounds an itching heart 

The wreath of the moon is a word as to how 

Machines of pure logic would just up and stop 

A body spun inside itself 

A shadow depends 

On this body on this day this cake's the only light 

The tremble and grab in the space of a hand 

Some seeksorrow state left cold in my mirror 

Laughed off course before the crotch of my voice 

A pale and heavy handle when I go 

17 



Under accidental sky 

Breathed by the fingers. A sound I could break. Has wrapped its gorgeous witness in years. 

Blank dance of commuters. Still in the sublet. For to wash my mouth out with mass transit. 
Bleached feathers insist near the backward ocean: we have places to be. 

Last seen as siphoned stone, I cried myself by accident. Behold how wired, how the summer won't 
hear me. And up the tiny hall she goes: shaky as ships, the sun a failing figure curled in air. Save 
her tendencies toward winter, a kicking fountain of heat, of leaf. 

So pound me out a whistle won't you? For who knows what to say. I claim this in a racecar. 
Bodies peels us up and down. 

Prior to morning, lights and people pinned the street. The wind shucked gently the skin. Come stick 
to me, begged the envoy of inquiry. And heavy and humid and of course I did. 

Speak up the illness: love is time when you need it least. I'm a broken freak, although no liar. See 
for someone else the wrong apartment. Where to put that extra gear. 

Heartcaskets as passed. Care of print and photo (be it coded, be it believed) should read: scar, wait, 
scar, forget. Amid ridiculous liaisons, slip the messenger a horse. Listen the meaning of: "to cause 
to close a perfect talk. To cause no hollow." 

On a beautiful wall, I am gripped with leapingsickness. Or if wise as a spider: on the shiny side, 
said. 
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Jim Leftwich from DOUBT 

To speak the language of the water, her profound eponym, the lost word, that which comports 
and restores the silent faculties, ripples through the operatic gorges, an alchemical bacteria 
often groped and thrown in as secrecy, this mystery of ludic and glutinous matter, shapeless 
when alone, a part of or apart from God, mysterious stone of which the philosophers speak. 
Every man has it in the moist space of the secret mercury, could not but have had the idea as it 
exists, onyx as a rhizome, passage of ruins through runes, exits from the sea to these, youth our
selves whoever shall fever the city from this wood. Could have brought in and would have, 
Wies of the air literal in the growth of our literature, a little english on the poem which is 
beyond our suppression, also a doubt, to have been here within the oddity. Fission is also a 
doubt, as the enormous forum of order maintains its alchemical excess, granted that it should, 
therefore to speak the secrecies of nature. To find again that antique which surmounts the div
inatory alchemy is success in gregorian motif of doubt, the prima materia which has been 
dropped into the veiled mystery of nature, absolutely clean as lead, wood pulp hypnotic in this 
hallucinogenic mystery, passage from ruins to lapis, in time the porous facts abut the mists, no 
more evidence for the riddles than the birds and fish, all of which can be found in the preface 
to the hunt. Raw then to the use of air all beasts of the heavens fish the airy sepulcher, to know 
the faithless youths and their titheless testaments, the work from the pages of the work, gno
mon which speaks in the alchemical dream of the birds, passionate convulsions of the nouns, 
discussions of the humble dangers attributed to the birds. Wore both as thin remissions, resus
citated by encoded dreams, coronary dome implicit in this fatal accident, denied access to the 
marvelous experience of harsh knowledge, to come to terms with the documented secrets, 
other established as a quantity of understanding. The fictive part of the votive. Seekers must 
be written in their evidence. Proof is either an opinion or a thought which fits. Doubt indeed 
while death resides without the science of silence. Hypothetical abodes. Aggression, the gross 
scorn which remits its authors, the ease with which that common nerve is hemmed to the well, 
the key to the darkness files the letters, cast of heroes, instead of using the poem to read by, that 
they will by fiat distilled in canoptic knots silver only a few and at a glance, even less who cause 
its fullness to be learned. To unravel this may sound as a song among nights, no surprise in 
that ingredient. Claws of this undead in my umbilical umber, umbral music, components of 
that expulsion, materials hectic in sensual necessity, means ill sides of birth some morass 
patented myself included, autochthonous beauty of the connectives, corrective and construc
tive. Brooks talons this language of the birds, talents of the hierophanic wills I orbit, abode of 
the bodies, the old alcove of the birds, where query could hide from theorem, a kabbalistic 
known. But what authorial nook there outcry of hemialgia, doubt noticed is due, glued from 
the greek to language. Discovered coverage of the night, dysfunctional darkness, to speak 
instead of count, based on the grammatical beyond and the rage of its spirits, resolutely not 
distended with its visionary tonality, to have spoken in the adamic demeanors of grace, how 
then are the works intended to define the names. Hopefully that encompasses the spatial grace 
of this wall. Semiotics written in senseless fright. His nature to do who does not know. Since 
this mess beads without the drip. Stippled over the calm of the apples. Fallow the fate as it led 
elusively to thinking. On the verge of incapable reprimand. Gave themselves higher things, 
beings. Also in the entrails of that. Before the cosmos hardly a magician. Arched edge of the 
secrets. He is quoted from the mystery. As if we were only concerned with language. The cos
mic would lead to continuance. Magic is the thing which is said through things. He has only 
one inexpressible trinity, but allows them all. The mall. Not right as he knows for what he is 
doing, endowed with destiny, to think. Thinking overthrows fate. At the same time, magic. 



Lens cradle. Altered deeds. Is known as the three dimensional death. Verse everts. Writin 
averse to weakness. As in the eyes averted by refinement. Finished at times. A period of hor 
tatory silence. Art at the interface of artifice and fact. Reeks of foam. Adjurations of the para
gram. The beats are adjusted to present an elaborate fiction. Strips that are slipped into the lad
der. The trial called for ritual ebony, wrought constitutions, imperial institution of the stage. 
Directly related to recitation. Highlights of verse later exhumed as instructions. Puns sing 
Aggravations of the name. Those of us who new. If as did. Procedure by suture through rul 

· of suction. An ad for the trinity. Try us is not a gain. Whether we govern the trinity or ye 
to know. Could possibly be no other. So the demonic variable is tangible. Could learn to b 
finagled by the hegemonic. Decreed in the rose slapstick to avert itself. His existence under 
standing the test. Notwithstanding the order of the suns. Free from the heimarmene. U 
become all penetrates all who are walled up in the will to follow him. Energy when analogy · 
doubtful, but trinity is the scheme of the soul, the dream of the gods of the creatures, subjectiv 
and subject, too. Formulates the cosmos. God is closely acrostic to the idea. Up in an earlie 
Ask the spirit of the alchemist. Light which corresponds to songs, organs skipping the be 
that thousands have been astonished to witness signs which may not have described anything 
to me. Butter, then battles, then worrying the hazel with a lozenge. Retort of the sponge, so 
immersed. To have an aphelion, anecdotal anachronism, appurtenance of the cold, absolutely 
the atrophied credence pylon in such texts. You think the sentence inherits its ingredients. 
Most of the tim~ you ascribe an historical importance to the senses of the cosmos, fed perhaps 
by intolerant aphorism, intolerable marinade, sarcastic epidemic. Discus kneeling at romantic 
doors, not to nestle the evaluated winds ambrosial in thrall, but to whimper the lettuce bedrid
den, nameless interim of orchid lovers, the miracle of smut enough of language. Grave of the 
eye, hysterical in battered bifurcations, sonorous translation of fiscal alkaloids, linguistic arti
fice utilized in abortifacient sorties of glossolalia. Language of the aphids, the mannerist 
themes evolving very well, on which the doomed apathias, an intervention of pluralities, seeds 
nothing and is directly fenestrated. In our graphic lampoons dysraphic phosphenes engage 
gathered in order to disembark. Rue the grimace of origins. Phonetic language taken into 
account. The curious spew of a realized beyond. Sooth as absolutes, now how to fit it snugly 
into custom. A rare authenticity in the first place. Aces remount to appropriation. Through his 
wrongs to show us his words. Vast amount of dormers membranous then members clearly, that 
the one possibility of tissue to the operatic coif of secrets, or if we remedy, all sincere in cinder 
of adepts, since extremely open environs, gastric alkahest, its leading, which in lieu of a teacher, 
or so the song goes, sorry to animal the ancient Greek, but hotter must be fluid, knowledge of 
this a mold to be treated, scoria, fumarole, philosophical kabbalah of expression, the cause of 
the censorships and of the meropia, substrates of the sentences are resistant to comprehension. 
Chromosome is pelvic, refining crystal facets of the science, insertion of the thunder into the 
middle of a word, the silence of epenthesis, search to operate the wyrd, I beg of those embry
onic once again to chancel the thermodynamics of the book, what is left unsaid is less than 
incalescent, artifact of disaster, as architrave of the tremor, given this gradual grave to gravel, 
precisely because the seeker must be less than the wisdom sought. I know I have spent the least 
part of becoming as no surprise to the necessary, insurgent with faith until honorific, bathe us 
with hiatus caress, what I meant was to give you an abeyance, harm grief wrath anger shame 
toil to be weary, what heimarmene might mean aside from universal fate, cupola of cosm, cen
sus or ratio of this kind, without acosmic consciousness people were led up the lattice of human 
consciousness, as even then an ore or ode to be delivered relived enlivened leavened, forays 



into the fat these people could only burn to understand, as if ease they ace coiled order cold of 
them, happiness of magic and allotropic trace of corporeal balance belied in bad alignments of 
the face, in debt doubt detour inured I lived, centuries behind within, and was already evidence 
referents events as a sort of ambit with gnarled knowledge knolls gnosis growing nasal know
ing, those days and nodding was turned away around against a way around if not against, 
again was turned, as it were, from which heimarmene this corporeal language was evolved. 
Begins by condemning the haloes not attainable through necessity. Almond aureole mandorla, 
saint of the ascension, the vesica piscis emanates from the transfiguration of divinity, extended 
to the Virgin in her assumption, in other contexts borne to heaven, necessity is the authority and 
reprimand of fate, could not rule without the irrelevance of its magic, as he who kneads him
self is leavened, left fully being able, leaves risen in the kindle, does not think the ease of magic 
to overcome this death. Mesic rejects this pool, rather the words would melic by narration 
doubt natural though losing one's reason measured by inexpressible triage fix of god work of 
the church to triumph a magus hagiography anus leaves it uncertain if the cupellation of the 
spiritual man epizoic the thickness of a nipple growing on the church governs the holy rituals 
man must learn mist woman dubious trial cannot produce a triad alchemical encephalic also 
phallic incense to govern the torso response to govern the pebble more probable morose prob
lematic if the spiritual manner is succedanea for omphalos shulamith she is born and entangled 
in the magnet margaret of the spiritual man. Ashen hair of the gold, solve and coagula, attests 
to the fulfillment of itself, in whatever fate has corrupted the body to its purposes, no magenta 
purples the distance between his onus and the discovered, whatever violence has discovered 
him during the way, if you wilt before the devout solvents, thou wilt coagulate as soul, soluble 
in solitude, in treason ruled by the beholding, how he has opened to the weather of suffering 
in that heretical sun, soared as a vulture of felt flesh, animate virtue, adept animal renown anal
ogous to known, in risk yclept as the redeemed, for the benefits of the passages are the circles 
of every kind, in that led to bed by cosmic bells, sophia stretched smoothly through the lem
niscate hat of the fool, each stance a gnomic gnosis gnomon, shadow of that sense, this idea 
came from the matter in which it was written. Limiting a spirituality undermining them. 
Exactly this. This certainty penetrates all thinking which is bound by thought itself. The appa
ratus evaporates. I believe what I have seen, and I have seen the apparatus. I was astonished 
that it did not burn me, astonished enough to doubt the thing itself. As the philosopher who 
said: I am the metaphor for that which contains itself fully. Near them or from them, worthy 
of credence. To surpass them. A retort which corresponds to the size of the vessel, vessel which 
describes the width of the retort. The neck of the retort, its atoms cooling appropriately, as if 
with the same virus from which the apparatus is reborn. The sulphur, then the transformations, 
then the instructions. Instructions either abstracted or absorbed. The money is not the word, 
though it is not incommunicable, you read these texts again, read these texts again, returning 
to the next sentence. You read these texts again. Nothing demonstrable to say about them. 
They have done justice. They have a history. They are not chemical treatises. The religious 
world thereby endowed with the mysterious equivalent of utility would redeem the imma
nence of the divine as the language of the birds, not as a reference to thinking but as speaking 
about areolation which lingers as meat and martyrdom connected with man's unreasonable 
usury. So that he is unable to picture herself should the saying ripple through fishes. The 
sound of the fishes brings an eternal burning to the meat. Crucial as a currency, the logion of 
now as risked, there sought by this thought, fallen by grief and dead within the hunt. Those 
that deluge the fowls of the earth, that the kingdom of herbs therefore arise prescriptive before 



the orisons of an ancient god, in the new terror missing risks where rites of papyrus integration 
initiate a duplex exception, it is curious that no one has written this since I have read it, the 
secrecy of the paper in the colloquy of the languages, benisons to which I bestow at least this 
much rapport, as I have said before in the song of that adamant effort, the enemy is a mould of 
virtual liberation, not to have had as such to enrich our studies of the original fountain, not in 
a critical hierarchy. Should be handled grown a little in argument, have the truly adapted dust, 
confess of banter, art, but the emissary to view a standard fact arbitrates perfunctory grace, so 
adamant opens to all orifice, hung in order to stare the species. But words contention death, 
isolation that I have sullied repeatedly, what he defers and poorly dormant the phylactery 
depletes, the lineage of their treatise named language knowledge, in the questionable scoff their 
science elicits a kabbalistic language from other intuitive languages, language of processed 
vocables chosen for their orthographic endowments, how well these abolished the order of lan
guage or of them as a pluralistic orthography acts as a brake to the speculations of the birds, of 
the sacral braille indispensible to knots, interpretation always an alchemical work, since words 
attribute their antiquity to the order of God's wood, urges and things created replete with 
examples of these words tend to violate the sayings of the enemy, perhaps an inoperable option, 
it is guaranteed as excess when it comes to the full orchestration of alchemy, soundings of what, 
processes and procedures of the poem or of its understanding, the assistance begins with the 
'a', preferably ascribed from the other silence. Will must learn a prayer of derision, word as true 
to knowledge of the word, as such should withstand the spagyric, trammelled by the referent 
and general warnings announcing them according to the knowledge usable in their orders, 
must be the work upside down or an esoteric scientism, if at the beginning learning means in 
the first place by which I tell the excess of the silence, therefore words through the diction 
which is to say the sound fathom as faithful mastery as God has garnered, the easiest path to 
travel that of the series, the temple of wisdom or the rose, those of us that will our science as it 
is acquired in the laboratory. In order to persist we perceive him to be enough to expose the 
cosmos, are forced to oil the furnitures called penury of the flowers, without numen burns 
idiom unconscious in the hermetic follicles of the calx, has signified himself as unreasonable, 
when apple and therefore errors, as the material things of the cosmos say, eros in the position 
of fear, indirectly doing because in front of and arching corrective doubts, their own haphazard 
language the poem in the language of the heimarmene, born as ritual ghost incarnate, uncer
tainties sown in the ancient glass, was credited with a palpable violence, panoply extant in the 
tide's ordeal, that he laments the order of harm as wholly bathed, such a symbol could thin the 
external windows of the self, delight descends defenestrated by the maleficent and manacled 
force of nature, led by elf or any god, renounces magic as spiritual marriage marred in a con
scious circle cursed with the only sounds beyond himself, refuses to utter the act aurally 
attempted. Destiny but heresy viewed to happen as feverish once without elan must rule the 
contusion to corroborate the illusion, an allusion to the orthodox speech of the triad, thunder 
as the task of the essay, that he must recess the salvation of the spiritual triumph, so that some
thing else already world could make the sequential hecatomb of the triumphal series, healed 
sound sequestered at the means, the speaking into of which man is the excess in that he leaves 
the immanence of the body, allows this water in that he waits as given for his personal destiny, 
as he puts the ore through dilations and distillations, in that he has reason if the following is as 
suitable as the benefit of its direction, corporeal region subsumed with the supernal regions, 
behind the subject is the belief which he obeys, his phantom spirit before he became the refer
ent of each Other, refined to discovered connections which he thinks, as if thinking were the fix 



and the fit, the concept of wood then become the All contained within the elements of becom
ing, the whole cosmos an organic writing composed of alchemical quotations, knowledge then 
the sound of the codex which permeates the substrates of alchemical waters, where cosmos is 
bound by vulgarity and spirit. As quoted from Heimarmene in the repose of redemptive 
response, that which is said to the spirit is that which concerns the apple, protest to me a con
dition of extortion and contortion, information contained in the philosophical forms of these 
things, finally the wood however held as will more woman than its vow, that I cannot expose 
what I will except as essay of hell and longing, which should concern the restricted terrors, 
moistened in the method of cooling, light settles at the bottom of the bottle as the sound of mer
cury entwined in the apparel of a snake, maintained as rain to slough the chemical teeth, that 
heresy the terror of these pages, this next ineffectual youth a transformation, then the rust of 
the alchemical poem released to the seams of doubt, any hope I have interred in its arrest, the 
lantern of its latent alchemy. Antithetical as realigned ambivalent to knead the isthmus thirst 
of the abyss, its fluent antiquity devolved to a hint of rectilinear mica in the language, a kind of 
revelation embittered above the gregarious summits of its cognition, somehow it appears with
in the nautilus of the mystery, therefore it is also essential to the anger of the birds, the anger in 
its place, in you in youth, in the song of other's sounds, to be found in the light at least insofar 
as the kinetic yeast of heaven brings beings recovered through the buttressed beacons of the 
church, by grief befell and felt elastic who are the warnings of heavenly mirth, upon the enig
mas of you the kinships of grief as you shall find it, that you are the dust in the silence of the 
treason, reason as has been included in the onus of the animals, passage through the oxymoron 
the rehabilitation of the idea, as if the river feeds the fish, in the gorge ripples whitened angst I 
have as the academy comprises, described as the salient prosthetics of consciousness, consid
erations of this salience a privation of emanations, time as the consumption of existence, 
alchemical health the lot of us, world we have come to enrich, our access to the supernal oven, 
light the feeling of this night. 



Barbara Guest 

Postoffice Wisdom 

... for a long time they had wanted to send the postcards in different 

directions some north instead of west, etc. The more fragile distributed by 

hand, mountainous views going by air to preserve the steep valleys, cuddle 

street with daytime cars regular mail. 

Assembled from junk or hieroglyph this card gives a hint 

inhabits 

the size of your wrist 

suspect lake or length of 

rhyme or condensed and 

whataway 

obsolete space with goats. 

Postcard on the pier 

seven dots look like real dice these are what they like 

derelict near Naples no spiritual lustre. 

And walking breakers taut falls 

wagon, toad clump. 

horizon tree burst autumn 

The close embrace 

is marginal rumor 

takes up arms, 

a formidable axe. 

Mailed it 

with a tree. 
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Mark Salerno 
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Method 

Scour the dross say 
what seems real alive 
you're alone 0 broken 
hearted melody 0 fly 
in the paradoxical ointment 
a person is unevenly 
loved and yet these 
glinting and burnished 
surfaces seem always to 
tilt and throw back the 
light without purpose 
I admire that saving up 
that scrupulously main
tained day followed by 
a next and a next when where 
something else is then said. 

Phase One (In Which Doris Gets Her Oats) 

Bitter for rowdy in my methods 
don't compromise the system rather 
move the background closer 
to the foreground or say a 
cavalcade of scattered bits 
I liked my pieces too technical 
for words that were hard to say 
0 simple bitter that's too harsh 
in a young country longing to be 
modem of my surfaces wrought of 
parameters powdery in the dim like 
a philosophical equivalent of the 
boat show messy even the joys were 
words for a no more lonely company 



You Heard Me 

A tree in winter blunt roads 
images and distorted facts 
a pain that stops and starts 
are you talking to me what 
I'd wanted legs a body in my 
clutch that whatever from whence 
I most did take but unreliable 
they left or got bored with the 
swill between the lines but 
what I believed was simple for 
an art that would be more in 
my methods these pieces seem 
I mean I liked them even the 
so often hard to say words. 
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Andrew Joron 
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TO BE EXPLAINED 

A basic code's deliberate error. 
Five gyrating holes, inborn. 

A motherless sun at night
Overheard behind the wall of sound. 

The rude red road that 
Leads backward into the body. 

A fiery animal that lives inside the eye. 
Magnetism ebbing from the hands. 

The coming war's ghosts 
Already preserved in black & white 

The orrery of ideas. 
The ossuary of things. 

The phoneme shared by ash & erasure. 
The compass that points toward an unfinished world. 

Astronomy, music, dialectics. 
Arrayed negations, the intervals between appearances. 

Always toylike in the telling-
The angles kneeling in mute witness. 

A myriad displacements 
Not to be explained. 



Elizabeth Robinson 

from As Betokening 

2. 

After ascension, this Item strode down the steps 
and leavened the bread that propelled her. Faith. We 
had known her as the mercury fish that darted on 
the wood's floor, 

but did we know she could fly. 

The dough would not rise, so she called out a younger 
(some ascribe this to her youngest) daughter. Would 
the paste cover her hands. She completed the task. 

All the time we were contributors, aghast in the cold, 
at the blankets we held around ourselves she understood 
as betokening her radiance. 
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4. 

Saw her who had affronted 
the Mystery 

It 
by a certain swelling of the eyes 

They by now 
have tumbled 
downward this slope 

The scope of the look askance 

Switch the track 
to accomodate the compass 

Lay of diversions 



6. 

Rolling over, tannic and tea-colored, 
the waist glassy If it had been 
denoted by gender, it would have 
been a "female" Not that she 
was in any way essential This is a piece 

It might snap threads of document 
between its teeth at the errant 
tenancy It does have this might 

Suddenly ready after protracted withdrawal 
A brew, it does have this 

Said: even if all, not I 

Said: That shall twice bay and thou 
Said: Before it bay twice today 

first shalt thrice 
thou shalt thrice 
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11. 

She crawled into the tumor of the tree, safe there. 

The baby walked out from inside her, her xiphoid blossoming. 

Coughed up. 

The nesting bird says: I have talked to you before; now I am abrupt. 

She says: I am impatient too. 

From a distance it looked deceptively as though a man stood behind. 
That his branches wrapped her snugly, from behind. But then 
it could be seen that it was a dress, blue rubbed into the horizon. 



Jennifer Moxley 

A Transom over Death's Door 

Redemptive definitions fixed in tension my control, or then I 
Wandered blind, and there's the end, the deadened idea 
Of the where and the when of it, no matter the works I've read 
Word for word, within the Hall of Mirrors I saw prophetic 
Charioteers pulled by roosters across a bloody painted sky, 
Gilded myths for future tourists, protectors of the perpetual 
Court oflight, some other spring this might be ink 
For wreckage; but who are the poor and who are the thieves 
And who are the rich and who are the thieves, and who are 
The friends who will later claim the rights of primogeniture 
While you are thinking, yes, from image havoc pressed upon 
Your present state of mind, the whole wide world by products 
Pulled apart, some hollow personage destroying my supposed 
Memories of girlhood in the suburbs, and Apollo, too much beauty, 
Nonluminous bodies lit by the light of the ideational particle, Am I? 
What if? Is resentment but a race of repetition I do not recognize 
Myself within, unlike the minor key's harmonious dirge, the instant 
Contentment of the appropriate sound unfolding to a isolate ear; 
Could it be? The ambient blackmail of the bourgeoisie, dialogues 
Threatened, were this a real war or manuevers in limits, a slight 
Rusty patch, I'd choose misunderstanding over anti-social 
Tracts, in which, Truth, laurel crested beauty of the skies, attacks 
Our borders once again, enemy of the stories of the story's 
Undoing, bi-polar canons of experience, the long hard fight for 
The right to devour, what are we going to tell the old, wasted 
Mind, the irritation behind what I could possibly feel, abnegation 
Atop my skull rejects the optimist's argument, common sense 
Against the inner life and transubstantiation joined to shred our 
Peace about us, now you see what it's like, as once I was a little girl 
With no ambitions but seduction until I chanced to overhear 
The future, one language fitting into the next, class the common 
Element, in which all futile desires quiet away in similar forms 
Of loneliness and frustration, in what pursuit? Nightingales singing, 
Lightless songs, Phoebus lost in the common swallow of the two 
Star-crossed and helpless strangers, in a well-tempered childhood 
Grave of ideas, this all took place, long before the economics of our 
Interwoven failures came out into the open and I found a four leaf 
Clover, evidence enough to bring the resource question up again, well
Fed, miserable bookishness amidst a pantheon of glorious athletes, 
My hands are shivering, I miss the writing, I know what it has and has 
Not given me, here where drawn out lives grow longer in false desires 
Disturbing envy and multifarious revelations of bright recycled hope. 
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Peter Valente 
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Nocturnal Banners 

capsized syllable 

floats a narrative 

static air crepuscular maps 

to circumnavigate the 

teased lip 

protean dark

voice that elicits the 

serpentine words' 

incipient echo 

conjoined geometries translate 

ruptured continuum 

variable distances 

in lung's cavity 

body of light 

ripe aspirate gestate 

burgeoning petal 

blurred surge of interval sated avowals carnage 

wrought sound, 

braided flame 

parallel lines converge 

horizon threshold 

parabolic continuity 

vellum patterns 

serrated cold transparency 

to write across the 

palimpsest 



soluble arabesques' 

jarred fragrance 

vaporous 

disembodied sonorous 
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Tinctures 

light 

ruptures 

between the wordlines the 

forked interiors -

quartered moon. 

raw pictures 

float 

across the lake 

cinematic real 

the material azure, 

map of 

30 

imaginary places 

parallel shapes' 

vernal symmetry 

wave syllable 

threshold in & 

conjoined fractal, 

transitive -

around sound the 

accelerated drift 



In the Acoustical Labyrinth 

rend air sonorous 

chromatic architectures 

volatile compounds gestate 

symmetry's mutable texture 

where the words blur 

private mirrors 

the serial thread spelled 

route you trace 

dark branches, sigils 

of the heart's parallel knowledge 

interiors fragmented light sequential 

as planetary interference 

interstitial lines geomantic 

converge circle 

electromagnetic arboreal 

elementals ignite 

invisible geometries manifest 

lines between lines 

foliate optical intensity's helix 

unlock the voice 
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Sulphur 

inside the sound 

you breathe 

fold of silences 

tousled flame, 

edges flicker 

dilate sibilant 

undulate 

the radiant string 

aspirate-

from your lip 

foliate 

dormant colors rise as 

sonorous arcs 

along the wall, margins -

geometries 

of the protean dark, 

heart's measure 

parallel symmetry's logic 

to conjugate optical 

the aural breath 

hieroglyphs of light 

coupled intensities 

in the streaming rift 

ignite the voice 



~fichael Basinski 

WIST DOD} H cH 
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Very vigorousgaris deciduous 
voody000 climber vegetational ectoplasm 
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oval to ovate oblongU 

Amoonet 

placid acid moth U 

u 

@000~~~~ 
forever like the flowerers of Horus 

the irnNNmortal sickness 

salt) 
languor church chain ch ch kh 

a stew of all oysters, limpets, a winkle, two fish, en ell, a 
frog, comfrey, a snake, two young people laid in a chamber 
and had themse V eselves mixed 
with thee bonees of sheepf 

retellfelleleven sweet 
undress betide deceive luxor 

faer face ashes feast 
elope woos possess 

dethrone room rue muse 
rune drone ghost milkmoth 

mixed with the bones of sheep 



sweet bitter 
the spell is broken 
shadows of lace leaves 
so frost hinge 
you imagine she will take 
Y you to her arbor dark shade 
of all drowned lovers 
forest thing ~ 
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the beautiful shape of night 
Votaress~ 0 .s;Jc 

cop a cup song 
overcome overwhelmed 
by the nightmare godds fails 
moist bittenbiternightshade ow 
1 flee into salt fall eludes 
fails salt falls 
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Jason Nelson can be located in a carefree and fiiendly manner in Oklahoma. 
Steve Carll editsAntenym from San Francisco. 
Kristin Citrone has poems in Lost and Found Times. 
Jobn Lowther edits Syntactics out ofDecatur, GA His limited edition {point one} was recently 
published by Potes and Poets. 
Lee BaUentine's books include Phase Language. He resides in Colorado. 
Ken Stec is a resident ofNew York. 
Marcella Durand is Program Coordinator of the Poetry Project at St. Mark's Church in New York 
and is the author of Lapsus Linguae. 
Norma Cole resides in San Francisco. Recent books include Moira and Contrajact. 
Graham Foust was the editor for Phoebe magazine. Recent poems appear in Vort and Big Allis. 
Barbara Guest has new work in Sulfur. Her books include Biography and Musicality. A new 
book is soon to be published by Sun and Moon. 
Mark Salerno editsArshile. He lives in Los Angeles. 
Jim Leftwich's Doubt will be published by Potes and Poets in the Spring of 1998. He coedits 
Jux/JJ. 
Andrew Joron is launching a new movement based on the alphabet. He engineers life in Berkeley. 
Elizabeth Robinson's books include In the Sequence of Falling Things and Bed of Lists. Other 
parts of the poem included here appear in Abacus. 
Jennifer Moxley coedits the Impercipient Lecture Series. Her most recent book is Imagination 
Verses. 
Peter Valente resides in New Jersey and has poems in First Intensity, Antenym, and Talisman. 
Michael Basinski is the Assistant Curator of the Poetry/Rare Books Collection at SUNY Buffulo. 
His most recent book is Idyll. 

New Chapbooks from Angle Press 

Ganzfeld by Brian Lucas 
Watertowvr by Patrick Monnin 
The Dream of Cuttalns by Garrett Caples 

$5 each. Please make checks payable to Brian Lucas 
Ang le Press, 253 Rose St., San Francisco, CA 94102 

Editor's Note: Angle will be published annually after issue four. New projects under the Af~Kk 
imprint will emerge soon: chapbooks, broadsides, one-off magazines (special issues, etc.). Thanks 
go to John Yau, Garrett Caples, and the several subscribers for making this issue possible. Please 
write for subscription rates. 
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